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NEW PRODUCT LINE: Finish Carpentry Accessories 

HDL: Finish Carpentry Projects Made Easy With Finish Carpentry Line From Milescraft® 

COPY: 
Now that the drywall has been hung, its time to finish the room with a finish carpentry accessory 
from Milescraft®. Rout mortises in doors and jambs, cut crown molding the easy way, and install 
precisely cut casement trim for a perfect fit with these innovative finish carpentry products.  
 
DOOR MORTISING – A Ready-To-Use drop-in template system from Milescraft® simplifies 
mortising for common door hardware in 1 3/8” and 1 3/4” doors and jambs. Simply dial up the 
thickness of your door on the steel template frame, drop in the plainly marked template, attach it to 
the door or jamb, and rout! The included bearing guided carbide tipped straight router bit eliminates 
the need for guide bushings. The included Easy Measure Guide and centered tape measure tabs 
on each template make it easy to ensure proper and accurate placement of door hardware. The 
clamshell snaps shut for convenient template storage. Choose the kit that best fits your needs: 
DoorMortiseKit (MSRP: $29.99), HingeMortiseKit (MSRP: $19.99), or StrikePlateMortiseKit (MSRP: $19.99). 
Or, try a more rugged mortising template system constructed entirely from steel: The 
InteriorDoorKit (MSRP: $79.99). This durable system includes steel templates for common door 
hardware in any 1 3/8” door and jamb. Self clamping steel template frames attach directly to the 
door or jamb without the use of mounting nails. Comes in a hard plastic carry case for convenient 
transport and storage. Made in the USA, requires bit and guide bushing, not included. 
 
CROWN MOLDING CUTTING JIG – Milescraft® has eliminated the “Upside Down and Backwards” 
cutting method from crown molding projects with the Crown45 (MSRP: $29.99). By positioning the 
crown molding on your miter saw the same way it will be seen and installed on the wall determining 
the angle and direction of the cut has become much more intuitive. Large indented work surface 
and adjustable angle setting works with most common crown molding with or without detailed dentil 
features. Angle finders are included to easily determine the spring angle of your crown molding. 
Collapsible design allows compact storage. Unique orientation of the blade to the work piece 
ensures that there will be no breakout on the finished face of the molding. 
 
TRIM CARPENTRY AID – Accurately measuring trim length and setting reveals has never been 
easier with a Trim45 from Milescraft® (MSRP: $9.99). The only trim carpentry aid on the market that 
features an adjustable reveal setting for making any size reveal from 1/8” to 1/2” in 1/8” increments; 
the perfect accessory for any project from picture frames to picture windows. A combination of tape 
measure slots, rare earth magnets, and nail holes turn even the largest windows into a one-person 
job. Use the stick pins and tape measure slots to accurately measure finish trim length without 
fumbling around trying to hold the tape measure on the end of a 45° cut. Other features include a 
built in miter gauge for marking 45° angles and a built in square for marking 90°angles or setting 
miter blades. 
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